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Diving Support Vessel Boka Da Vinci
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WHO WE ARE
We are Boskalis and we create new horizons for our stakeholders. As a
leading global dredging contractor and marine and subsea services
provider, we offer a unique combination of experts, vessels and services.
SUBSEA SERVICES
As your subsea services provider, we deliver tailored, packaged solutions
utilising fully equipped diving and construction support vessels in
conjunction with our in-house project management and engineering
capability. We pride ourselves on our ability to offer planned and
responsive support for IRM, SURF and decommissioning activities.
CUSTOMER FOCUS
We work with our customers to understand and align with their drivers
and challenges. A one team approach is at the heart of everything we
deliver. We spend time and effort selecting the right project personnel to
culturally fit and deliver on project expectations.

WE WILL DELIVER
“Our driver is to provide best value to our clients, understanding
the importance of cost efficiency and maximizing operations
with minimum downtime. The backbone to this is ensuring safety
and environment are at the forefront of our thinking and delivery
every day. We have the right team, assets and approach to
make a difference.”
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SAFETY
Our work goes beyond the provision of services. With safety as our core
value, Boskalis has embraced safety within its culture without compromise.
This is the essence of ‘NINA’, our No Injuries, No Accidents program.
NINA rests on five values and five rules. Together they ensure that safety
can be openly discussed, leading to a clear and very positive
development in how safety is perceived
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YOUR IRM
SOLUTIONS
PROVIDER

Asset integrity is key to sustainable production. At Boskalis we understand the
value in gathering quality data in order to plan for critical maintenance or
respond rapidly to a repair need. Our team of highly skilled engineers will
select the most appropriate inspection tools to generate the best quality data
and interpret the results to produce concise value driven reports.

We are skilled in planning and executing cost effective repairs to
subsea facilities, whether that be localized repairs or the full
replacement of components. Whatever the challenge, we will
provide a safe, reliable and cost-effective solution to ensure that
hydrocarbon production is maintained.
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YOUR SURF
CONTRACTOR
We are fully equipped to deliver EPIC subsea tieback solutions.
At the heart of our organization our significant, multidisciplinary
and experienced engineering and project management resource works
with our customers and will select the optimum solution to offer a safe,
reliable and cost-effective solution to deliver hydrocarbons to host
production facilities. This includes management of major procurement
packages including but not limited to flexibles, umbilicals and manifolds.
Boskalis provides integrated solutions thanks to our unique and extensive
range of marine services. For subsea tiebacks we have the ability to
make use of our enhanced capabilities in rock dumping as well as
trenching and ploughing solutions.

“CSV Polar Onyx compliments our
strong track record in delivering
flexible riser and flowline installation
projects and enhances our ability to
lay longer lengths of flowlines and
install heavier structures. We also
have the capability to install risers
and flowlines in deeper water with
our 275T Vertical Lay System.”
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YOUR
DECOMMISSIONING
PARTNER
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Our turnkey removal solutions cover the entire
decommissioning process. With our extensive fleet, specialized
equipment and in-house expertise, we provide an innovative
and cost-effective solution with a focus on safety and reduction
of environmental impact.
As an EPRD (Engineering, Preparation, Removal & Disposal)
contractor, our services cover the offshore survey, preparation,
engineering, cutting, removal and transport campaigns for all
kinds of seabed infrastructure, platform jackets and topsides.
Finally we take care of environmentally conscious onshore
dismantling, recycling and disposal.
Using state of the art techniques and equipment we will return
the seabed to its original state. In the case that it is determined
best practice to leave pipelines and structures in place we
have the ability to provide trenching and rock dumping
services which will ensure stabilization and protection.
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Afterwards we will conduct the appropriate surveys to meet
environmental and regulatory requirements.
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PROJECT
HIGHLIGHTS
With decades of experience, our subsea services activities have
amassed an enviable global track record; we recognize the
importance of engaging a trusted contractor to support operations.

EPCI CONSTRUCTION WORKS
Boka Atlantis
Scope: Subsea disconnection and reconnection
of existing field, tie-in spools, SSIV, mechanical
connectors. Engineering, fabrication and
installation works.
Location: North Sea,
Danish Sector

INSPECTION, REPAIR, MAINTENANCE
Constructor
Scope: Year around IRM works consisting of Air
Diving, Saturation Diving, ROV Interventions.
Location: Persian Gulf,
Middle East
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SURF INSTALLATION
Boka Atlantis
Scope: Cut out a section of rigid
pipe and replace with a new
section. Installation of 7.5km
flexible water injection flowline.
Seabed preparation, rock dump
and commissioning and testing
activities.
Location: UK North Sea
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SUBSEA DECOMMISSIONING
Boka Topaz
Scope: Multiyear campaign of
SAT and Air diving including
daughter craft. Disconnection of
multiple satellites and platforms,
removal of conductors, umbilicals
and numerous wellheads and
offshore structures. Flushing of
2,000 kilometer of pipeline.
Location: UK Southern
North Sea
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OUR FLEET
To support our subsea services activities we have the following
Diving Support Vessels (DSVs) and Construction Support
Vessels (CSVs) in our owned fleet or on long term charter.

DP2 DSV Constructor, Single Bell Sat, Air, ROV

DP3 CSV Polar Onyx

DP3 BOKA Polaris, Twin Bell Sat, Air, ROV
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DP2 BOKA Topaz, Twin Bell Sat, Air, ROV

DP2 BOKA Da Vinci, Twin Bell Sat, Air, ROV
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DP2 BOKA Atlantis Twin Bell Sat, Air, ROV
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LET’S TALK
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WHY BOSKALIS SUBSEA SERVICES?
• Industry leading, safe and quality service
• More than 40 years of experience in offshore diving projects
• Proven track record in the North Sea, Middle East, Africa and
Americas
• Dedicated specialist Diving Support Vessel (DSV) fleet
• Reliable and flexible
• Responsive and collaborative approach

HEADQUARTERS
Atmosphere 1, Prospect Road,
Westhill, Aberdeenshire,
AB32 6FJ United Kingdom
T +44 1224 602600
E subsea.aberdeen@boskalis.com
EUROPE - THE NETHERLANDS
Rosmolenweg 20,
3356 LK Papendrecht
PO Box 43, 3350 AA Papendrecht
The Netherlands
T +31 78 6969 000
E offshore.energy@boskalis.com
EUROPE – UNITED KINGDOM
Cable House,
Barrack street,
Sunderland,
SR1 2DU,
United Kingdom
T +44 191 372 6204
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MIDDLE EAST - DUBAI
Office # 2104,
Damac Executive Building,
Barsha Heights, Dubai
PO Box 52091
United Arab Emirates
T +971 432 40 404
E subsea.services.me@boskalis.com

WWW.BOSKALIS.COM

